
eMail Fred@Evert.de to randall@physics.harvard.edu 03.03.2023

Hallo most famous lady of physic sciences, dear Lisa Randall.

Common understanding of the universe shows a lack of 95 %.
So logic conclusion is, there exists a basic misunderstanding of facts.
Especially the idea of gravity will be absolutely wrong.

You are always searching for quite new insights and ideas.
There is one last chance in your lifetime to start a physics revolution.

You well know the statements of many old wisdom papers: 
All is One. Take these words as a reality of physics!

There is only one substance omnipresent within the universe, mostly called aether.
All other appearances are nothing else than motion-pattern of aether within the 
aether. Elektrons, elementary particles, atoms, the earth and the sun are just local 
bubbles of aether-motions, moving through the basically stationary aether. 

No material solid particles are moving through the space, but only the motion 
pattern are forwarded within the aether (just like sound through the resting air). 

  
The properties of that aether are exactly defined at the website www.evert.de 
Starting page in English is www.evert.de/indexe.htm
However my English is poor, probably you should use translations of my exact 
German texts. Nevertheless it´s hard to read because most ideas are quite new. 

Hope you and your team are clever enough to understand that basic understanding 
of the real world. At the other hand,  that new aether hypothesis is much more 
simple and easy to understand even by common sense.

By the way, the aether simultaneously is the real medium for spiritual contents, like 
your soul and consciousness, which thus are substantially manifested within the 
aether (e.g. like Sheldrakes morphogenetic fields can not be only some abstract 
ideas but has real effects also onto ´material´ beings). 

Finally: we humans, like you and your team and I, we do not exits by solid bodies - 
but we just are a huge assembly of motion-pattern wandering through the universe-
wide aether (great idea, isn’t it?) 

You see: that understanding is revolutionary for physics and world view.
That’s what you were searching for all time. So take that chance now!

Sincerely Fred Evert
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